Advantages at a glance
-	Ideal for organic household waste and kitchen scraps, not for
grass cuttings in large quantity

Composting never was as easy!
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JUWEL has invented
a new way of
composting
with the
“developed together
ity”
Mircobiologic univers

Intelligent products
for garden and home

AEROPLUS6000

COMPOST BIN
It depends on the
right details!
The compost is emptied into the
maturing chamber with the fold-out
crank handle for the turning base.

-	Large filling flap with seal, convenient filling, prevents annoying
flying insects
- Hygienic turning over twice directly in Aeroplus
- Easy to adjust bilateral ventilation – summer/winter
-	Quick and intensive heating up when composting due to
optimum oxygen transfer
-	Fresh compost separate from the ground; prevents rodents from
entering
-	It is no longer necessary to tediously separate the composted
material and fresh compost due to the chamber system
-	All elements are ergonomically designed and snap into place
-	Convenient composting: Once a chamber is full, it is emptied
into the next chamber. At the same time it is turned over,
ventilated and mixed

Excerpt from the report of Dr. Paul Illmer, Institute for microbiology, Innsbruck University, April 2012:
“In practical use, the “compost bin with sections” (Aeroplus
6000) has clearly proved its advantages. The end product
(compost) is of very high quality and clearly better than standard compost. For this reason, this type of compost bin is to
be recommended.”

2 years guarantee

www.juwel.com

COMPOST BIN
A further global innovation from JUWEL!
The clever multichamber system saves
you turning the
compost over

Large filling and removal
flaps with snap-on wind
protection
Adjustable ventilation
for summer/winter
Convenient removal
of compost due to the
chamber system

Compost is removed
conveniently via the two-sided
withdrawal flaps.

2 years guarantee

AEROPLUS6000

-	Turning base operated from the outside via the crank handle

-	High quality, weatherproof and durable recycled plastic in leaf
green
The waste air can be regulated by
the ventilation sliders (additional air
summer/winter).

Intelligent products
for garden and home

Quick composting
through controlled
ventilation

The airtight filling flap prevents from annoying insects when
opening the flap.
Description
Aeroplus 6000

Art. no.
20171

Barcode

Dimension (appr.)

Hight (appr.)

Guarantee

9001567201719

2,6 x 2,6 ft
79 x 79 cm

3,6 ft
110 cm

2 years

G5/Prospekte/Aeroplus/2013/Kundenprospekt/…GB.indd

Due to its design,
Aeroplus 6000 fits
perfectly into
every garden

Design by

www.juwel.com

Intelligent products
for garden and home

AEROPLUS6000

AEROPLUS 6000. The intelligent
multiple chamber compost bin.

COMPOST BIN
Composting in 3 stages

A) In the 1st stage food and garden
waste is collected and mixed with
only low ventilation (anaerobic) - this
has proved to prevent from annoying
insects like wasps and flys and to
bring a greater mass of waste at one
time to the 2nd stage by opening the
discharge flap.

A

B) In the 2nd stage it is digested
rapidly with generous ventilation,
generating heat up to 70 degrees
C and thereby destroying unwanted
weeds. Here the waste looses a lot
of volume, so the 2nd stage has a
capacity of approximately 3 of the
first stage volumes.

adjustable waste air
(summer/winter)

C) When the 2nd stage is filled it is
very comfortably moved to the 3rd
stage, at the same time mixed and
aerated by the turning bottom which
is moved by the outside crank.
D) In the 3rd stage the digested and
cooled down compost is maturing
in intense contact with earth and
the myriads of useful organisms
therein. As new waste is separated
from mature compost by the 3
stage system and due to the turning
bottom the mature compost is not
compressed - discharging at the two
discharge flaps at opposite sides is
clean and easy.
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Composting stage
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Turning bottom with crank

The Aeroplus 6000 saves laborous
shifting of the compost, due to its 3phase system the waste is mixed and
aerated two times by gravity

JUWEL Aeroplus 6000
Art. no. 20171

Intelligent products for
garden and home

Material

Polypropylene copolymer, high impact resistance also in cold, UV-stabilized

Capacity

appr. 600 lt.

Dimensions

appr. 2,59 x 2,59 x 3,6 ft height; appr. 79 x 79 x 110 cm height

Dimensions of package

appr. 4,72 x 2,62 x 0,74 ft; appr. 114 x 80 x 22,5 cm

Unit palett

8 pcs./pal.; 3,94 x 2,62 x 6,36 ft; 120 x 80 x 194 cm

Gross weight

appr. 23,3 kg

Net weight

appr. 20,9 kg

Barcode

9001567201719

The Aeroplus 6000 saves laborous shifting of the compost, due to its 3-phase system the waste is mixed
and aerated two times by gravity!
Large filling and removal flaps with snap-on wind protection. Adjustable ventilation for summer/winter.
Convenient removal of compost due to the chamber system. Quick composting through controlled
ventilation. Due to its design, Aeroplus 6000 fits perfectly into every garden.
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